
 

Praetorian integrated sensor system
to protect Eurofighter/Typhoon fleet
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

In the frame of the German ‘Quadriga’ fighter
replacement program, sensor solution specialist
HENSOLDT announced that it will deliver core
components of the Eurofighter/Typhoon’s self-protection
system Praetorian.
 

Read More +

 

 

 

MOSAIC AESA radar system demoed
within U.S. Air Force AgilePod
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

Telephonics Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Griffon Corporation, announced that it completed a
demonstration of its MOSAIC Active Electronically
Scanned Array (AESA) radar system in September with
the U.S. Air Force during its Combat Lancer 2020
exercise. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Hypersonics research at UCF hints at
possibility of flight at speeds up to
Mach 17
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR 
 

Researchers at the University of Central Florida (UCF)
are building on the technology needed to enable
hypersonic flight, as they reported that they have found a
way to stabilize the detonation required for hypersonic
propulsion, mainly by creating a special hypersonic
reaction chamber for jet engines.
 

Read More +
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 High-power RF and microwave
switches designed for EW
applications
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

Pasternack, an Infinite Electronics brand and provider of
radio frequency (RF), microwave, and millimeter wave
products, has launched a new series of high-power RF
and microwave PIN diode coaxial packaged switches
that are designed for commercial and military radar,
jamming systems, medical imaging, communications,
and electronic warfare (EW). 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Radar electronics to equip Quadriga
Eurofighters under HENSOLDT order
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

HENSOLDT has won an additional order under the
German Air Force’s Quadriga procurement program for
38 Eurofighter combat aircraft. In the context of the
Quadriga program, HENSOLDT has been commissioned
by the European EuroRADAR consortium to produce and
deliver radar electronic components.
 

Read More +
 

 

 SIGINT and ELINT upgrade contract
for U.S. Air Force aircraft garnered by

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quartz Gen 3 RFSoC SOSA Aligned 3U VPX Board Adds Greater
RF Performance

 

The Quartz Model 5553 3U VPX board, based on the Xil inx® Zynq® UltraScale+™ RFSoC
Gen 3, provides full sub-6 GHz direct-RF I/O support and greater f lexibil i ty with more

decimation and interpolation options. The Model 5553 is ideal for 5G and LTE wireless,
SIGINT, EW, communications and radar applications. Complementing the RFSoC’s on-chip

resources are the 5553’s sophisticated clocking section for single board and multiboard
synchronization, a low-noise front end for RF input and output,16 GBytes of DDR4, a 10 GigE
interface, a 40GigE interface, a gigabit serial optical interface capable of supporting dual100

GigE connections and general purpose serial and parallel signal paths to the FPGA. 
> Download Datasheet
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AMETEK Abaco
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR 
 

AMETEK Abaco Systems has won a design contract
worth an initial value of $211,000 -- with a lifetime
potential as much as $20 million -- with the U.S. Air
Force (USAF) as part of an electronics intelligence
(ELINT) and signal intelligence (SIGINT) capabilities
upgrade for radio-frequency data intelligence gathering
over a distributed fleet of USAF aircraft.
 

Read More +
 

 

Sea Fire fully digital radar delivered to
French Navy
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

Thales has announced that the first of the five Sea Fire
active electronically scanned array (AESA) digital radars
for French Navy’s future Frigates for Defense and
Intervention (FDI) arrived at the Lorient shipyard April 27,
2021 for integration on the first vessel.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Wideband radome minimizes RF
interference for F-35 AESA radar
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

General Dynamics Mission Systems (GDMS) announced
that it has delivered the 500th wideband nose radome to
Lockheed Martin for installation aboard U.S. Air Force,
U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps, and international military
F-35 aircraft.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Germany's Tornado fighter jets to
undergo radar upgrades
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

Saab has received an order from Panavia Aircraft GmbH
to upgrade the radar warning equipment on the Tornado
aircraft operated by the German Air Force. The order
value is approximately $48.4 million (400 million SEK).
 

Read More +
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to $23.56 billion by 2028, study says
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
 

The global electronic warfare (EW) market, which totaled
$15.81 billion in 2020, is estimated to reach $23.56
billion by 2028 -- growing at a combined annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 5.6% between 2021 and 2028 --
according to a new report published by Allied Market
Research, "Electronic Warfare Market by Capability
(Electronic Protection, Electronic Support and Electronic
Attack), Equipment (Jammer, Countermeasure System,
Decoy, Directed Energy Weapon, and Others), Product
(EW Equipment, and EW Operational Support), and
Platform (Land, Naval, Airborne, and Space): Global
Opportunity Analysis and Industry Forecast, 2021–2028."
 

Read More +
 

 

Multi-mission ground radar acquired
by Norwegian defense agency
EMMA HELFRICH, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

The Norwegian Defense Material Agency (NDMA) has
signed an agreement with the Netherlands Defense
Material Organization (DMO) for the acquisition of five
Thales Ground Master 200 Multi-Mission Compact
radars (GM200 MM/C). The agreement also includes an
option for three additional systems.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Deep dive on Pentek acquisition by
Mercury Systems and radar/EW
market trends
JOHN MCHALE, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
 

In this podcast, Neal Austin, Vice President and General
Manager of the Mixed Signal Business Unit within
Mercury Systems and Rodger Hosking, co-founder and
VP of Pentek Systems deep dive into the acquisition,
where Pentek will fit within Mercury, and how the
acquisition impacts the Mercury efforts within the Sensor
Open Systems Architecture (SOSA) Consortium. They
also cover design trends in the radar and electronic
warfare markets, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS)
procurement, the impact AI and 5G will have on military
electronics, and tackle the engineering recruitment
challenges defense companies face.
 

Read More +
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 SPONSORED WHITE PAPER 
Strategies for Deploying Xilinx’s Zynq
UltraScale+ RFSoC
PENTEK, NOW PART OF MERCURY 
 

To get better appreciation of the capabilities of RFSoC
and understand how to best use the advantages of this
technology, it’s worth taking a quick look at current trends
in data converters and signal processing.
 

Read More +
 

 

 
SPONSORED WHITE PAPER 
SFDR Considerations in Multi-Octave
Wideband Digital Receivers
ANALOG DEVICES
 

Electronic warfare (EW) receivers must intercept and
identify unknown enemy signals among a congested
wideband spectrum of multiple interfering signals without
the benefit of dynamic range and sensitivity improvement
techniques employed in communications and radar
receivers.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FACE Technical Standard – Driving Commonality in Avionics
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